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Challenges to Business in the Twenty-first Century

2011

this book illustrates the impact of increasingly prominent global phenomena such as digitalisation and climate change on the

international activities of both small and large multinationals as it highlights extant management research does not fully

explain such emergent topics as internet platforms digital business models and the decision making of cleantech and circular

economy companies this volume serves to fill this lacuna

Contemporary Issues in International Business and Entrepreneurship

2021-07-07

the only book with a themes and issues approach that encourages critical engagement with contemporary debates in the

business environment

Some Modern Business Problems

1937

since the 2008 economic crisis small and medium sized enterprises smes have faced serious financial problems and have

been looking to financial institutions and governments for solutions and new proposals to address these issues this book

examines the new challenge in which firms receive sustainable funding that is in alignment with the company s spending

capacity the purpose of this book is to examine the main theoretical issues and practices regarding entrepreneurship and

finance and their impact on performance innovation and economic growth it analyzes the fundamental aspects of

entrepreneurship and studies ways in which financial institutions can better fulfill their primary function of feeding capital to

businesses and the economy as a whole entrepreneurship and finance are fundamental to achieving success in economic

and social activities smes existence and development depend on the initiatives of entrepreneurship and access to resources

especially those of a financial nature during the recent economic crisis several new financing instruments have appeared

especially with structures designed for helping smes make their way out of the recession this book explores some of these

tools in various global economies such as france and spain providing an international multidimensional perspective

The Business Environment

2018

this book presents selected papers on business management and technology focusing on recent research in business

optimization technology and global issues organized in four broad tracks papers examine management challenges in today s

industry especially concerning changes in customer demands optimization challenges in today s business looking at efficiency

and effectiveness in providing goods and services at affordable prices innovation in hospitality and tourism and technological

challenges in the era of globalization the book covers both production systems and service systems including the growing

area of information technology and also looks at the quality of work life in various sectors of business it presents a balanced
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blend of theoretical and practical papers

New Challenges in Entrepreneurship and Finance

2014-10-24

this book focuses on companies and their internal processes and activities it includes information on training high fliers writing

effective reports creating a famous brand financial results and succession planning back cover

Emerging Challenges in Business, Optimization, Technology, and Industry

2018-08-04

this collection highlights six main aspects of global issues in business and organization studies including the digital side of

governmental processes it also explores wellbeing at work through the development of a questionnaire as an alternative to

the impractical wellbeing model in addition the volume analyzes the organizational behavior of isis and offers insights into

secrecy by analyzing several scenes from john grisham s the firm the collection then considers marketing innovations in the

context of global markets and presents sustainability in the global food industry the volume serves to demonstrate a number

of factors that can have an effect on organization processes and business operations

Business Issues

2009

with a challenging new approach to its subject matter this book addresses international business with globalization as its

underlying theme by illustrating globalization as a phenomenon that is fundamentally altering corporate strategy this book

critiques the complexities of globalization and its impact on international business by doing so it is entirely unlike other books

on the subject international business addresses subjects often neglected by other books such as mnes smes and the

information economy while encouraging business students to develop a more international perspective and discard parochial

tendencies with this lucid approach international business provides students with an integrated overview of the field that is

both theoretical and highly practical case studies include aiding the globalization of smes the oecd s bologna charter china

and the wto the pharmaceutical industry and the developing world rugmark social labelling in action the argentinian financial

crisis environmental profile of matsushita electrical industrial company

Global Issues in Business and Organization Studies

2021-08-23

this book explores the social implications and challenges of e business and e commerce regarding social inclusion and

exclusion the social shaping of e business technologies the changing nature and patterns of work and social activities and

online identity security risks trust and privacy it also explores the applications of e business technologies and principles in non

business activities and the challenges involved provided by publisher
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International Business

2004-03-01

how different is the sharing economy from the traditional economy what can entrepreneurs learn from failure can start ups

change the world sage business researcher s issues in entrepreneurship offers an in depth and nuanced look at a wide range

of today s latest issues and controversies in entrepreneurship this new collection of timely readings delves into current topics

such as learning from failure social entrepreneurship flat management crowdfunding and more written with the rigor and

immediacy of the best explanatory journalism each issue provides deep balanced and authoritative coverage on the selected

topic and key research pointing students to reliable resources for further inquiry these articles are perfect for outside reading

assignments or in class debates for any introductory entrepreneurship course

Social Implications and Challenges of E-Business

2007-03-31

this is a combined text anthology with cases which focus on ethical theories as they relate to the business world

Issues in Entrepreneurship & Small Business Management

2017-03-31

businesses owned and operated by families constitute the vast majority of firms around the world these firms are found in all

industrial segments from retail and service establishments to heavy manufacturers their sizes and revenues range from the

smallest venture of a husband and wife roadside food stall in rural india to the largest multinational highly diversified

corporations in the united states and europe many challenges such as competition regulation environmental concerns access

to capital and macroeconomic factors confront family and nonfamily firms alike in addition family and closely held firms

grapple with such issues of succession continuity conflict resolution identity and organizational roles estate and financial

planning that are idiosyncratic to them when psychological social and emotional factors are in play constantly changing

familial relationships influence the strategic and financial choices they make yet there has been comparatively little theoretical

or empirical research undertaken on family firms relative to entrepreneurship and strategic management this book addresses

gaps in the literature by presenting a holistic multi disciplinary approach to the study and practice of family business that

draws from such fields as psychology anthropology sociology strategy family therapy family studies wealth management and

international business an international array of experts addresses both macro issues including the role of family businesses in

new business creation and economic development influences of culture on family business public policies that can encourage

or threaten family business and firm management strategic and financial decision making governance entering and exiting

featuring case studies from firms in a variety of industries understanding family businesses not only offers provocative new

insights on family business dynamics but outlines an agenda for future research
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Moral Issues in Business

1989

a comprehensive overview of current issues in business and society the selections include essays on international business

and society as well as studies focusing on the usa

Understanding Family Businesses

2011-10-28

growth is a clear goal for ambitious entrepreneurs and leaders it s often a short hand for business and wider economic

success but it s not without its pitfalls and challenges and planning for and managing a growing business needs careful

thought take for example the start up facing for the first time the need to balance flexibility with more structure or a larger

business tackling a range of divisions evolving at different speeds or an inspirational owner founder confronting the need to

step back and let other take the business forward these are the kinds of challenges that growing a business tackles head on

drawing on a wide range of models and research and using case studies from across the business world it offers practical

advice and guidance on a whole range of topics including the different types and stages of growth predicting the problems

presented by growth identifying growth triggers and barriers the implications of growth financially culturally and for the people

involved in the business growing a business is required reading for owners and managers looking to understand a foster

growth in their businesses

Contemporary Issues in Business Ethics

1985

the asia pacific region sustaining more than four decades of rapid growth has emerged as an economic force comparable in

significance to europe and north america this book examines the economic geopolitical technological demographic and

cultural forces that shape the international business strategies in the asia pacific region specifically it examines the seismic

shifts in global business environment since the new century and addresses emerging opportunities and threats in the asia

pacific region this book offers new insights for international business in areas such as trade policy supply chains international

investment technological innovation international marketing digital economy and human resources the enclosed

comprehensive and diverse analyses of the international business landscape in the new asia are invaluable to scholars

managers politicians and policy makers alike this book is engaging and informative it presents a collection of diverse and

cutting edge topics that offer new insights into international business activities in the asia pacific region raising questions for

debate and opening pathways for future research a must read book for international business scholars hussain g rammal

university of technology sydney australia this book offers a comprehensive introduction to the general business environment

in asia it highlights the complexities and dynamics of doing business in asia and provides insightful understandings of

emerging issues in the region the chapter by chapter analyses of the region depict the rich thematic contexts in which key

issues and challenges facing corporate executives as well scholars in international business i believe that this book is

valuable for students of international business global business environment and regional studies hongxin zhao saint louis
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university usa

Contemporary Issues in Business and Society in the United States and Abroad

1991

this book explores the prospects and challenges of the digital transformation of modern business corporations during the

process of transition from the outdated business endeavors to the updated ones provided by publisher

Business Games

2002

current issues in business is an anthology designed to engage introductory business students in classroom debate about

critical issues in the world of business designed as a stand alone text or as a unique supplement to introductory level

business or management textbooks this volume comprises insightful and highly accessible business articles the selections

range from practical pieces on entrepreneurship to those that explore broader policy issues concerning corporate governance

included are pieces exploring international ethical socioeconomic and other significant trends and issues affecting businesses

today of particular interest to students are the selections treating social media and 2 0 trends that are reshaping how

businesses functions for administrators the book includes readings related to required coverage areas by the aacsb

accrediting body finally professors will find an effective tool to assist students with two of the most important skills in today s

business world the ability to think critically and to communicate a solid understanding of current business issues selections in

current issues in business were chosen to meet a variety of objectives the authoritative easy to read articles will lead to

students to think critically about a plethora of business ideas the current articles from respected sources will engage students

and lead to productive class discussion and vital debates and the business cases will provide a framework for further more

advanced studies jerry furniss is a professor of business at the university of montana school of business administration where

he teaches business law and introduction to business courses he holds a bba in accounting mba and j d and provides

business consulting assistance to businesses and students jerry has won numerous awards and published over 30 articles in

business michael harrington is the associate dean and an associate professor of management at the university of montana

school of business administration where he teaches business law and ethics to master s of accountancy students he earned

his b s degree in business administration with emphases in accounting and finance from the soba in 1986 in 1990 he earned

his j d degree from um s school of law he held a variety of legal and business positions from 1990 2003 before joining the

soba

Growing a Business

2016-03-01

by studying the work of hundreds of the most original and effective business minds the authors present a common

architecture that illuminates exceptional analysis and creative performance 2 x 2 thinking is characterized by a fundamental

appreciation for the dynamic and complex nature of business the best strategists go out of their way to tackle dilemmas
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rather than merely solve problems they use opposition creative tension iteration and transcendence to get to the heart of

issues and involve critical others in finding the best solutions the authors demonstrate how to apply the 2 x 2 approach to a

wide range of important business challenges

International Business in the New Asia-Pacific

2022-01-01

this book highlights critical challenges for business in a world where corporate responsibility has gone global

Managerial Issues in Digital Transformation of Global Modern Corporations

2021-06-25

transnational business problems third edition focuses on european union countries and other developing state economies and

the principles and practices of international business it provides exercises in dealing with developing economies economies

with currency problems with immature legal systems and with governments susceptible to corruption it introduces students to

the subject of taxes as they relate to international business

The Future of Business

1979

embarking on electronic business is a challenging task there is also a lack of clear understanding and comprehensive

analysis of various issues and domains of electronic business this book offers a very comprehensive analysis of concepts

models and infrastructures of e business it also presents unique observations of current e business practices for different

organizations in different economies and provides insights on the future of current leading businesses on the net and the

trends of e business the volume will be an effective and indispensible reference book for professionals who are interested in

or dealing with e business and businesses that are embarking on e business

Current Issues in Business

2010-12

sustainable business key issues is the first comprehensive introductory level textbook to address the interface between

environmental challenges and business solutions to provide an overview of the basic concepts of sustainability sustainable

business and business ethics fully updated for the third edition to take into account recent developments and trends such as

the climate emergency covid 19 and supply chain sustainability this textbook introduces students to the background and key

issues of sustainability and suggests ways in which these concepts can be applied in business practice though the book

takes a business perspective it is interdisciplinary in its nature and draws on knowledge from socio economic political and

environmental studies thereby providing a critical understanding of sustainability in the changing paradigm of global business

it goes beyond the conventional theories of sustainability and addresses critical issues concerned with population
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consumption and economic growth it discusses realistic ways forward in particular the circular economy and cradle to cradle

frameworks the book is both a theoretical and a practical study guide for undergraduate and postgraduate students of broad

areas of sustainability teaching ways to recognize opportunities for innovation and entrepreneurship at the intersection of

environmental economic ethical and social systems it takes a strategic approach in applying the power of business methods

and policy to address issues of global importance such as climate change poverty ecosystem degradation and human rights

this textbook is essential reading for students of business management and sustainability courses it is written in an engaging

and accessible style with each chapter including case studies discussion questions and end of chapter summaries

The Power of the 2 x 2 Matrix

2011-03-23

the 13th volume of the academy of international business series reflects the complex challenges managers face in today s

global economy a novel range of issues brings together two important contemporary themes in international business the

book includes thoughts from prominent academics on new directions for international business scholarship

Global Challenges in Responsible Business

2010-07-29

electronic business plays a central role in the economy facilitating the exchange of information goods services and payments

it propels productivity and competitiveness and is accessible to all enterprises and as such represents an opportunity also for

sme competitiveness e business issues challenges and opportunities for smes driving competitiveness discusses the main

issues challenges opportunities and solutions related to electronic business adoption with a special focus on smes addressing

technological organizational and legal perspectives in a very comprehensive way this text aims to disseminate current

developments case studies new integrated approaches and practical solutions and applications for smes

Transnational Business Problems

2003

considering the way that e commerce helps in encouraging a positive business and regulatory condition the book investigates

the mechanics and usual ways of doing things of e commerce additionally it demonstrates how different components

identified with e commerce add to the development of a lively and dynamic electronic network bringing about financial and

economic growth it covers a wide range of issues under the umbrella of e commerce and the information based economy in

doing as such it dives deep into the applicable issues and incorporates all advances associated with it

E-business in the 21st Century

2010

there are many theories on why managers do not as a behavior or should not as a value supplement profit orientation with
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people centrism and planet sensitivity in practice managers do not supplement profit orientation with considerations for people

and the planet unless they have the tools and know how to make that possible this book seeks to address that by focusing

on the normative dimension of organizational development there are two competing norms for developing an organization first

as a profit oriented business enterprise and second as a people centric planet sensitive profit oriented business or social

enterprise the performance of a business is a concern for all stakeholders with the growing realization of the importance of

indirect stakeholders like the society and the planet it is increasingly important to raise awareness about the social and

environmental responsibilities of businesses and organizations this book is a must read for academics researchers

practitioners and policymakers who are concerned about the triple bottom line planet people profit performance of businesses

which is critical for their long term sustainability it covers topics pertaining to the relationship between business and society

including social entrepreneurship and corporate social responsibility among others and draws from real life case studies on

social initiatives

Various Tax Issues and Their Impact on Small Business

1990

as global business competition continues to accelerate it is imperative that managers and executives examine all facets of an

organization so that it remains successful often dynamics such as espionage diplomacy and geopolitical atmosphere have a

great impact on daily operations of an organization however these areas are often overlooked corporate espionage

geopolitics and diplomacy issues in international business highlights strategic planning and operations tactics in the areas of

human resource management and security featuring the impact of espionage geopolitics and diplomacy this book is an

insightful reference for business and government executives scholars graduate and undergraduate students and practitioners

Sustainable Business

2023-06-14

succeeding at business in southeast asia walks readers through the steps necessary to build and execute a market entry

strategy into southeast asia similar to what eric moraczewski did with his clients at fdi strategies step by step readers will

learn about the top five pitfalls as well as common areas of concern and mistakes that can be avoided these can be internal

or external issues country specific or endemic to the region but they all are issues moraczewski solved regularly with clients

and other businesses around the globe where possible examples based on his own career experience are used to help

reveal the bigger picture and affirm that everyone can and often times will make mistakes written with humanity and

conversational clarity moraczewski s book delves into critical topics such as relationship building power structures and the

role culture plays in economic value and ethical standards he inspires would be investors by tapping into universal human

behaviors and shows how they can be leveraged to make the right business connections abroad additional topics include joint

ventures franchising strategy small businesses breaking into asia lessons to bring back from foreign markets
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Managerial Issues in International Business

2006-03-21

when was the last time you faced a challenge that seemed too tough to handle was it a business obstacle you did not

foresee office politics that were hard to figure out or a life changing incident that left you shell shocked when life hands you a

setback how do you respond are you racked by doubt unable to move or do you charge ahead eager for resolution without

much thought between these extremes is another approach built on the principles of resilience in the resilient decision maker

joseph lampel aneesh banerjee and ajay bhalla show you how to approach challenges in life and business with resilience this

practical guide explains the different types of challenges we all face examines the various forms resilience can take in the

face of these challenges and offers a guide to resilient leadership backed up by real world examples if you want to know your

own resilience and how to grow it you ll find the answers here

E-Business Issues, Challenges and Opportunities for SMEs: Driving Competitiveness

2010-09-30

this volume presents a sampling of state of the art business and economic research that the new generation of gaming

operations has spawned rather than back of the envelope and seat of the pants management today s gaming companies rely

on strategic planning roi analysis customer tracking systems focus groups quantitative analysis direct mail marketing and

customer service standards to improve performance as competition for the discretionary dollar has increased and as gaming

has wedged itself into the center of modern entertainment offerings the need for systematic and scientific analysis in the

business of gaming has grown accordingly

E-Business: Issues and Challenges of 21st Century

2020-11-05

paul m minus overview the papers gathered in this volume were first presented for reflection and discussion at a landmark

event in march 1992 the international conference on the ethics of business in a global economy held in columbus ohio

brought together over 300 participants from twenty two nations in six continents this was the most geographically diverse

body of leaders ever assembled to consider issues of ethics in business approximately two thirds of them were business

executives the others came mainly from the fields of education and religion knowing the context from which this book

emerged will help readers understand its composition and content as can be quickly seen the fourteen authors who have

contributed to it come from different areas of the world and from different fields of endeavor one finds first essays on the book

s central theme by business leaders from four nations next there are analyses of three key topics by scholars active in the

fields of economics and ethics then come statements by practitioners of four major world religions on the relevance of their

respective traditions to the ethics of business finally there are six brief case studies prepared by two business ethicists about

specific ethical issues arising in international business the authors address different facets of one of the most dramatic new

facts of our time the globalization of business with many corporations now operating around the world and others planning a

significant expansion of markets this development is destined to accelerate in coming decades
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Business And Society: Issues And Cases In The Indian Context

2024-02-28

no further information has been provided for this title

Business Cycles

1927

Corporate Espionage, Geopolitics, and Diplomacy Issues in International Business

2016-10-31

China Business

1995

Problems of American Small Business

1942

Succeeding at Business in Southeast Asia

2020-07-08

The Resilient Decision-Maker

2019

The Business of Gaming

1999

The Ethics of Business in a Global Economy

2013-03-14
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Small Business and Entrepreneurship

2010
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